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ABSTRACT

A method for determining the trajectory of a ballistic missile
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Filed;

using elevation and azimuth angle measurements comprises a
step for determining, at different instants When the ballistic
missile is in unpropelled exoatmospheric phase, an aZimuth
angle and an elevation angle of the ballistic missile, and a step
for determining positions in three dimensions of the ballistic
missile at said instants from the various pairs of angles and
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from a kinematic non-braked ballistic trajectory model
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METHOD FOR DETERMINING THE
TRAJECTORY OF A BALLISTIC MISSILE

[0006] a step for determining, at different instants When the
ballistic missile is in unpropelled exoatmospheric phase, an
aZimuth angle and an elevation angle of the ballistic missile,
[0007] a step for determining positions in three dimensions

[0001] The invention relates to the ?eld of the detection and
trajectography of ballistic missiles. It relates to a method for

of the ballistic missile at said instants from the various pairs of
angles and from a kinematic non-braked ballistic trajectory
model.
[0008] One advantage of the invention is notably that it
makes it possible to determine the three-dimensional traj ec
tory of a ballistic missile from a single sensor giving only the

determining the trajectory of a ballistic missile using eleva
tion and azimuth angle measurements.
[0002] The traj ectography of a ballistic missile is generally
produced either directly from sets of measurements in three
dimensions obtained from a single sensor, or by triangulation
using measurements in tWo dimensions obtained from at least
tWo sensors located at tWo distinct points.

angular positions of the ballistic missile.
[0009] According to a particular embodiment, the step for
determining a pair of angles of the ballistic missile comprises

[0003] The measurements in three dimensions are, for
example, ?xed in a spherical coordinate system centred on the

missile that are representative of an aZimuth angle and of an

sensor. They then comprise tWo angular measurements,
namely an aZimuth angle measurement and an elevation angle

elevation angle of said ballistic missile, and a substep for
determining the pair of angles of the ballistic missile from a

measurement, and a measurement of distance betWeen the
sensor and the ballistic missile. The distance may be mea

relationship linking the pairs of coordinates to the pairs of
angles of the ballistic missile.

sured using a radar or a laser range ?nder. The use of a radar
Would seem to be the most obvious solution in as much as the

[0010] The pairs of coordinates of the ballistic missile are,
for example, acquired by a high-resolution camera, the coor
dinates of the ballistic missile being de?ned in a coordinate

aZimuth and elevation angle measurements can also be
obtained by the radar. HoWever, a ballistic missile has a Weak
radar signature and may be located at a distance that is rela
tively far from the radar, sometimes more than a thousand

a substep for determining a pair of coordinates of the ballistic

system linked to the high-resolution camera.

[0011] According to a particular embodiment, the step for
determining positions in three dimensions of the ballistic

kilometres, the region to be monitored potentially being

missile is repeated on each determination of a neW pair of

extensive. Consequently, the radar must be provided With
speci?c radar processing functions and a large antenna to be
able to detect a ballistic missile. These constraints obviously
result in signi?cant complexity and cost. An alternative solu

angles, the positions in three dimensions of the ballistic mis
sile being re?ned by the non-linear least squares method.
[0012] According to a ?rst variant embodiment, the kine
matic non-braked ballistic trajectory model takes into

tion to the radars consists in using a laser range ?nder to
measure the distance to the ballistic missile, the aZimuth and

account a variable gravity as a function of the position of the
ballistic missile relative to a terrestrial coordinate system.

elevation angle measurements being, for example, obtained
have a range that does not exceed 100 to 150 kilometres on
ballistic missiles. This range is insuf?cient to cover extensive

[0013] According to a second variant embodiment, the step
for determining positions in three dimensions of the ballistic
missile comprises a ?rst substep consisting in determining the
positions in three dimensions using a kinematic non-braked

by a high-resolution camera. HoWever, the laser range ?nders

regions With dimensions measuring several hundreds of kilo

ballistic trajectory model With constant gravity, and a second

metres. Consequently, one dif?culty associated With deter
mining the trajectory of a ballistic missile from measure
ments in three dimensions is obtaining the distance

substep consisting in re?ning the positions in three dimen
sions using a kinematic non-braked ballistic trajectory model
With variable gravity according to the position of the ballistic

measurement.

missile relative to a terrestrial coordinate system.

[0004]

[0014] The method according to the invention may also
include a step for estimating the point of impact of the bal
listic missile from its positions in three dimensions in unpro
pelled exoatmospheric phase and from a kinematic braked

Trajectography by triangulation based on measure

ments in tWo dimensions requires at least tWo sensors located

at distinct points Whose positions are knoWn. Each sensor, for

example a high-resolution camera, supplies, at given instants,
a pair of angles, namely an aZimuth angle and an elevation
angle. The position of a ballistic missile at a given instant in a
coordinate system With three dimensions is then deduced

from the corresponding tWo pairs of measurements and from
the respective positions of the sensors. For the trajectography
by triangulation to supply reliable positions, the tWo sensors

ballistic trajectory model in atmospheric phase.
[0015] This step may comprise a preliminary step for deter
mining the type of the ballistic missile from its trajectory in
unpropelled exoatmospheric phase and from its range, the
kinematic braked ballistic trajectory model using a ballistic
coe?icient that is a function of the type of the ballistic missile.

sensors are therefore in practice required to cover all of a

[0016] The method according to the invention may also
comprise a step for estimating the launch point of the ballistic
missile from its positions in three dimensions in unpropelled
exoatmospheric phase and from a kinematic braked ballistic

region. The multiplicity of the sensors makes trajectography

trajectory model in atmospheric phase.

by triangulation complex and costly.
[0005] One aim of the invention is notably to mitigate all or
some of the abovementioned draWbacks by making it pos
sible to determine the three-dimensional trajectory of a bal

[0017] The latter step may comprise a preliminary step for
determining the type of the ballistic missile from its trajectory
in unpropelled exoatmospheric phase and from its range, the
kinematic braked ballistic trajectory model using a ballistic

must be suf?ciently distant from one another and the traj ec
tory of the ballistic missile must not be located in the vicinity
of the region situated betWeen the tWo sensors. At least three

listic missile in a simple, effective and economical manner. To

coe?icient that is a function of the type of the ballistic missile.

this end, the subject of the invention is a method for deter
mining the trajectory of a ballistic missile, characterized in

[0018] It may also take account of pairs of angles of the
ballistic missile determined before the unpropelled exoatmo

that it comprises:

spheric phase.
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[0019]

The invention Will be better understood and other

advantages Will become apparent from reading the following
description, given With regard to the appended draWings
Which represent:
[0020] FIG. 1, an exemplary embodiment of the method of
determining the trajectory of a ballistic projectile according
to the invention;
[0021] FIG. 2, an exemplary embodiment of a substep of
the method of FIG. 1 consisting in checking that the ballistic

missile has reached the unpropelled exoatmospheric ?ight

phase.
[0022] The invention aims to determine the trajectory of
ballistic missiles. A “ballistic missile” should be understood
to be a self-propelled projectile describing a ballistic trajec

tory outside of the atmosphere after the propelled phase.
[0023] The method of determining the trajectory of a bal
listic missile according to the invention uses aZimuth angles
and elevation angles de?ned in a spherical coordinate system.
The aZimuth or relative bearing angle is the projection in the
horizontal plane of the angle formed betWeen, on the one

hand, the vertical plane passing through the origin of the
spherical coordinate system and geographic north, and, on the
other hand, the straight line pas sing through the origin and the

tive of an aZimuth angle and of an elevation angle of this
object. In a fourth step 104, an aZimuth angle 0t and an

elevation angle 4), of the ballistic missile are determined, for

each pair of angles (at, Br) of the ballistic missile in the
coordinate system of the camera. The aZimuth 0t and eleva
tion 4), angles are determined according to the orientation of
the coordinate system of the camera relative to the spherical
coordinate system concerned. In the case Where the high
resolution camera is on board, the orientation is, for example,
determined by an inertial unit or by a stellar observation

system, the aZimuth angle and the elevation angle being deter
mined by interpolation betWeen stars, the position of Which is

given by ephemerides.
[0025] A pair of angles (0t, 4),), namely an aZimuth angle 0t
and an elevation angle 4),, is thus associated With each mea
surement instant t. According to a particular embodiment, the

pairs of angles (0t, 4),) can be determined directly, Without
involving pairs of angles (at, St). The steps 103 and 104 of the
method described With reference to FIG. 1 are then replaced

by a single step for determining pairs of angles (0t, 4),.
[0026] The pairs of angles (0t, 4),) constitute measurements
of the angular motion of the ballistic missile as a function of

directly in the spherical coordinate system, using a radar for
example. HoWever, in the context of the invention, the posi

time. Knowing only a number of pairs of angles does not
hoWever make it possible to deduce the associated distances
dt to the ballistic missile and, consequently, to determine the
positions in three dimensions of the ballistic missile. Accord
ing to the invention, in a ?fth step 105, the positions in three
dimensions (dt, 0t, 4),) of the missile at the various measure
ment instants t are determined by associating the pairs of
angles (0t, 4),) With a kinematic non-braked ballistic trajectory

tion of the objects, in this case of the ballistic missiles, is

model. The positions in three dimensions of the missile are

object. An elevation angle of an object is de?ned as an angle
betWeen, on the one hand, a horizontal plane passing through
the origin of the spherical coordinate system and, on the other

hand, the straight line passing through the object and the
origin. The aZimuth and elevation angles can be measured

determined from a passive sensor such as a high-resolution

considered in a spherical coordinate system. They could,

camera, Without knoWing the distance to the object.
[0024] FIG. 1 represents an exemplary embodiment of the
method according to the invention. In a ?rst step 101, the

hoWever, equally be considered in a Cartesian coordinate
system. The kinematic model considers a ballistic trajectory
that is dependent only on the force of gravity. This is because,
since the ballistic missile has left the atmosphere and is no

presence of a ballistic missile may be sought in a region to be

monitored. A ballistic missile is, for example, sought by the
infrared radiation that it emits. When a ballistic missile has

been detected, the ?ight phase that it is in is determined in a
second step 102. At the very least, a determination is made as

to Whether the ballistic missile has reached the unpropelled

exoatmospheric ?ight phase. In other Words, a determination
is made as to Whether the ballistic missile has left the atmo

sphere and Whether its propulsion is completed. This step 102

is, for example, performed by checking the infrared signature
of the ballistic missile. If the level of the infrared radiation

emitted by the ballistic missile drops abruptly, this means that

the propulsion phase is ended. Generally, this propulsion
phase ends once the ballistic missile has left the atmosphere.
The check that the propulsion is completed is therefore suf
?cient to determine that the ballistic missile is in unpropelled
exoatmospheric ?ight phase. The step 102 can also be per
formed by seeking to determine Whether the ballistic missile
is folloWing a ballistic trajectory. This solution is detailed
beloW With reference to FIG. 2. In a third step 103, angles at
and [3t of the ballistic missile in a coordinate system linked to
a high-resolution camera are determined, at various instants,

called measurement instants t. This step 103 consists, for

example, in identifying the pixel or pixels of the image from
the camera that include a ballistic missile. The camera sensor

is, for example, sensitive to the infrared Wavelengths. Any
other passive sensor may be used instead of a high-resolution

camera, provided that it makes it possible to provide, at given
instants, pairs of coordinates of an object that are representa

longer propelled, it is noW subject to only the force of gravity.
The friction forces can generally be neglected. The trajectory
of the ballistic missile in unpropelled exoatmospheric phase
then depends on the initial position (di, 01., 4),.) and on the initial
speed (di, 01-, Q) of the ballistic missile at the end of propulsion
out of the atmosphere, respectively called injection point and
speed at injection. The kinematic model can take into account

the variability of the gravity, the latter being dependent on the
altitude, the latitude and, to a lesser extent, the longitude of
the ballistic missile. Consequently, the step 105 for determin
ing the trajectory of the ballistic missile consists in determin
ing the distances dt that enable the positions in three dimen
sions (dt, 0t, 4),) of the missile to satisfy non-braked ballistic

trajectory equations.
[0027] According to a particular embodiment, the step 105
is repeated each time a neW pair of angles (0t, 4),) is deter
mined. A global optimiZation method, such as the non-linear
least squares method, can thus be applied to the positions in
three dimensions (dt, 0t, 4),) of the missile in order to re?ne

these positions.
[0028] According to a particular embodiment, the step 105
comprises tWo substeps. A ?rst substep determines the posi
tions in three dimensions (dt, 0t, 4),) of the missile that make it
possible to satisfy non-braked ballistic trajectory equations
given constant gravity. In a second substep, the positions in
three dimensions (dt, 0t, 4),) of the missile are re?ned by
considering non-braked ballistic trajectory equations With
variable gravity. The ?rst kinematic model used, With con
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stant gravity, makes it possible to determine, roughly but
quickly, the trajectory of the ballistic missile. The second
kinematic model used, With variable gravity, makes it pos
sible to re?ne the trajectory from the ?rst estimated trajectory.
[0029] In the case Where the passive sensor supplying coor
dinates representative of an azimuth angle and of an elevation
angle of the ballistic missile is located at ground level or in the

bottom layers of the atmosphere, and is tracking a missile that
is loW on the horizon, the ballistic missile is observed through

the bottom layers of the atmosphere. NoW, these layers gen
erate a de?ection of the electromagnetic radiation through

refraction effect. Consequently, the azimuth 0t and elevation
q), angles determined during the step 104 are different from
the real azimuth and elevation angles. The azimuth 0t and
elevation q), angles can be corrected by applying a corrective
factor to them. The corrective factor applied to an azimuth

angle St or to an elevation angle 4), may notably depend on the
azimuth 0t and elevation q), angles themselves, on the distance
dt, on the seasonal conditions and on the atmospheric condi
tions, according to knoWn laWs. The passive sensor may also
be embedded in a surveillance aircraft. The ballistic missile

can then be observed Without passing through the cloudy
layers. Furthermore, the airborne solution offers the advan
tage of reducing the masking due to the roundness of the
earth.
[0030] FIG. 2 illustrates a second exemplary embodiment
of the step 102 for checking that the ballistic missile has

reached the unpropelled exoatmospheric ?ight phase. This
step 102 may consist in determining Whether the missile is
actually folloWing a ballistic trajectory. To this end, in a ?rst
step 201, a counter can be initialized With the value NIl. In

second and third steps 202 and 203, respectively equivalent to
the steps 103 and 104 of the method described With reference

impact. The point of impact can be estimated by extrapolating
the trajectory of the ballistic missile determined in the unpro

pelled exoatmospheric phase. A ballistic missile generally
reaches a range that is speci?c to the type of missile to Which

it belongs. Consequently, the method according to the inven
tion may include a step consisting in determining the type of
ballistic missile being observed from its trajectory and there
fore its range. The knoWledge of the type of ballistic missile
being observed makes it possible notably to determine its

aerodynamic drag coe?icient, called ballistic coe?icient.
Thus, during the step for determining the point of impact, the
extrapolation of the trajectory of the ballistic missile may use
a kinematic braked ballistic trajectory model for all the posi
tions of the ballistic missile in atmospheric phase. In case of
uncertainty as to the type of the missile, several points of
impact may be calculated.
[0032] The method for determining the trajectory of a bal
listic missile according to the invention may also include a
step for determining the launch point of the ballistic missile.
The launch point can be estimated by extrapolating the tra
jectory of the ballistic missile determined in the unpropelled
exoatmospheric phase. In the same Way as for determining
the point of impact, the method according to the invention
may include a step consisting in determining the type of

ballistic missile being observed from its trajectory. Knowing
the type of ballistic missile being observed makes it possible
not only to determine its ballistic coe?icient, but also its

propulsion capabilities. The step for determining the launch
point may use a kinematic trajectory model taking account of

the drag forces and of the propulsion forces. Advantageously,
the determination of the launch point also takes into account

the pairs of angles (0t, 4),) determined by the passive sensor
before the injection point.

to FIG. 1, a pair of angles (0t, 4),) is determined for the position
of the ballistic missile at the iteration N. In a fourth step 204,
a determination is made as to Whether there is a su?icient

number of pairs of angles (0t, 4),) available, for example by

1. A method for determining the trajectory of a ballistic

missile, comprising:

comparing the value N of the counter to the value of a ?rst

a step for determining, at different instants (t) When the

threshold N1. If such is not the case, the steps 202, 203 and
204 are repeated and the value N of the counter is incremented

ballistic missile is in unpropelled exoatmo spheric phase,
an azimuth angle (0t) and an elevation angle (4),) of the
ballistic missile,

by one unit in a step 205. Conversely, that is to say if there are

more thanNl pairs of angles (0t, 4),) available, a determination
is made as to Whether the last Nl pairs of angles determined
satisfy non-braked ballistic trajectory equations. If such is not
the case, the steps 202 to 206 are repeated and the value N of
the counter is initialized With the value of the ?rst threshold

N1 in a step 207. Conversely, that is to say if the last Nl pairs

of angles (0t, 4),) satisfy non-braked ballistic trajectory equa
tions, the value N of the counter is compared to the value of a
second threshold N2 Which makes it possible to achieve a
suf?cient accuracy in the determination of the trajectory. If
the value N of the counter is less than or equal to the value of
the second threshold N2, the value N of the counter is incre
mented by one unit in the step 205 and the steps 202 to 208 are

repeated. Otherwise, the step 102 is terminated in a step 209
and the method described With reference to FIG. 1 is contin

ued With the step 103. This second exemplary embodiment of
the step 102 offers the advantage, compared to checking the
infrared signature of the ballistic missile, of not requiring

a step for determining positions in three dimensions ((dt, 0 t,
(1%)) of the ballistic missile at said instants (t) from the

various pairs of angles ((Gt, (1%)) and from a kinematic
non-braked ballistic trajectory model, said step compris
ing a ?rst substep consisting in determining the positions
in three dimensions ((dt, 0t, (1%)) using a kinematic non
braked ballistic trajectory model With constant gravity,
and a second substep consisting in re?ning the positions
in three dimensions ((dt, 0t, (1%)) using a kinematic non
braked ballistic trajectory model With variable gravity
according to the position of the ballistic missile relative
to a terrestrial coordinate system.

2. The method according to claim 1, Wherein the step for

determining a pair of angles ((Gt, (1%)) of the ballistic missile
comprises a step for determining a pair of coordinates (((Xt,
[3t)) of the ballistic missile that are representative of an azi

muth angle (0t) and of an elevation angle ((4),) of said ballistic

missile, and a step for determining the pair of angles ((Gt, (1%))

observation of the missile at the exact moment When its

of the ballistic missile from a relationship linking the pairs of

propulsion phase ends.

coordinates (((Xt, [3t)) to the pairs of angles ((Gt, (1%)) of the

[0031] According to a particular embodiment, the method
of determining the trajectory of a ballistic missile according
to the invention comprises a step for estimating the point of

ballistic missile.

3. The method according to claim 2, Wherein the pairs of
coordinates (((Xt, [3t)) of the ballistic missile are acquired by a
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high-resolution camera, the coordinates (((Xt, [3t)) of the bal
listic missile being de?ned in a coordinate system linked to
the high-resolution camera.
4. The method according to claim 1, Wherein the step for

determining positions in three dimensions ((dt, 6t, (1%)) of the
ballistic missile is repeated on each determination of a neW

pair of angles ((Gt, (1%)), the positions in three dimensions ((dt,
6t, (1%)) of the ballistic missile being re?ned by the non-linear
least squares method.

5. The method according to claim 1, further comprising:
a step for estimating the point of impact of the ballistic
missile from its positions in three dimensions ((dt, 6t,
(1%)) in unpropelled exoatmospheric phase and from a
kinematic braked ballistic trajectory model in atmo

spheric phase.
6. The method according to claim 5, Wherein the step for
estimating the point of impact of the ballistic missile com
prises a preliminary step for determining the type of the
ballistic missile from its trajectory in unpropelled exoatmo
spheric phase and from its range, the kinematic braked bal

listic trajectory model using a ballistic coef?cient that is a
function of the type of the ballistic missile.

7. The method according to claim 1, further comprising:
a step for estimating the launch point of the ballistic missile
from its positions in three dimensions ((dt, 6t, (1%)) in
unpropelled exoatmospheric phase and from a kine
matic braked ballistic trajectory model in atmospheric

phase.
8. The method according to claim 7, Wherein the step for

estimating the launch point of the ballistic missile comprises
a preliminary step for determining the type of the ballistic

missile from its trajectory in unpropelled exoatmospheric
phase and from its range, the kinematic braked ballistic tra
jectory model using a ballistic coe?icient that is a function of
the type of the ballistic missile.
9. The method according to claim 1, Wherein the step for
estimating the launch point of the ballistic missile also takes

account of pairs of angles ((Gt, (1%)) of the ballistic missile

determined before the unpropelled exoatmospheric phase.
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